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Making an Impression
Employee Orientation Sets Office Tone

New employee orientations can be compared to deadlines: you know they are necessary,
but sometimes dread their arrival. Yet, it is imperative for a company to have an effective
and meaningful orientation program to set the new employee’s frame of mind toward his

or her new career. This “first impression” is just as critical as it was during the interview process. 
A well-planned and executed orientation answers questions for the employee before they are asked.

It communicates expectations, allows time for completion of required paperwork and helps the individual
understand the organization so that he or she can be a part of the team and culture from day one. 

Many employees walk through the doors ready to add value. They have researched the
company and are familiar with its mission and goals. Others may anxiously look for reassurance
that they made the right decision to join your company. 

The challenge is to create an employee orientation that meets the needs of all employees and
comfort levels. Most importantly, your biggest task is to create a program to keep the positive
energy and enthusiasm alive during their tenure. 
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An Affair to Remember
Representing Yourself – and Business – at Social Functions

Networking is the social art of meaningful mixing. Charity balls and galas are examples of
events that provide opportunities to make new friends, secure clients or broaden career
horizons. Interacting with new people seems to come naturally to some individuals, while

it creates anxiety in others. No matter where you fall on that scale, mastering networking techniques
can make you feel much more comfortable.

Studies have shown that people form their first impressions of new contacts – and, by association,
their companies – within the first five seconds of meeting them. Therefore, it is important to prepare
for the event. Find out what companies will be there and who will be representing them. Read
recent articles about their business so you can confidently join in conversations. Also, have a
game plan on how to approach people and have different topics to discuss. 

At the gathering, employ good eye contact and a strong handshake. It only takes one hand
to make a proper handshake. Limp handshakes may be interpreted as weakness or indecisiveness.
On the other hand, too firm of a grip may indicate aggressiveness. 
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Record Protection
Businesses Must Plan Ahead, Utilize Backups

Disasters regularly strike our communities. At minimum, they are minor disruptions; at
worst, a business is destroyed. According to the Institute for Business and Home Safety,
of the businesses that close because of a disaster, at least 25% fail to reopen.

This past year, with hurricanes brewing in the Southeast, wildfires burning up the West, flood waters
rising in the East and South, and tornados whipping up the Midwest, an impending disaster can be
just around the corner. 

Small businesses are particularly vulnerable to disasters. When the business is young, building
the business is the primary task – a successful day is making ends meet. As the business grows,
the day-to-day maintenance of the business is primary. However, you can’t wait for a disaster to
happen. Once it happens, it’s too late to protect your information.

Your first instinct may be to protect everything. You will quickly find that doing so is unreasonable
and quite costly. Not all records require special protection. Only around 5% of your business
information is identified as vital.
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